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ABSTRACT
A laboratory experiment, using videotape, was

designed to test the self=interest hypothesis, that is, that a
subject will increase his effectiveness if he argues in favor of a

_r position that is opposed to his best interests. ,Four hundred
fifty-nine subjects participated in a Solomon Four-Group design for
primaty data acquisition..Strong opinion change main effects wereobtained in support of the self-interest hypothesis, but not for
sonrce-audience -Similarity predictions...In terms of credibility and
likability ratings, main effects were observed for source-audience
similarity, and it was found-that there were no7significant
interactions. (CH)
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EFFECTS OF SOURCE SW-INTEREST AND INDUCED

SIMILARITY /DISSIMILARITY ON OPINION CHANCE,

CREDIBILITY, AND-LIKABILITY

-Abstract

A- -laboratory experiment wai--designed to --test :Jthe_-self.-interest

ypothesiss, using videotaped presentations in a live audience setting.

The self-interest hypothesis-states that a source will increase his

effectiveness if he -argues in favor of a position that is opposed to his

bett interests. In the present study, sources (veterans) argued for and

against their best interests- under conditions of induced source - audience

similarity and dissimilarity. Dependent measures consisted an opinion

instrument,--several-relatatTmeasuret of credibility,-=and an interpersonal

-- a =basic communication course,

of the XtUdy.- A, -Soloston---Fout-Group- defiign

tion-strategy-.-s

hange =lain effects were obtained in Lupport of

the self - interest hypothesis, but -nOt .fOritoUrce-audience similarity

predictions. -In terMs---_ of_ credibility andilikabilitt-ratingsiimain---effects-

*Imre observed- -for- source-ziudience similarity.-- There-__werei no significant.

interactions.

The results--were --interpreted -and_and integrated with previods research

__that has cOnisideredith telf4hterest _and _similarity source dimensions in

isolation, but not in combination.



EFFECTS OF-SOURCE SELF- INTEREST -AND- INDUCED-INDUCED- _

SINILARITY/DISSDMARITY-ON: OPiN ION- CHANGE, .

.CREDIB_ItTTY.__AND-:LIKABILITY*

Marry :S.,Donnit,

Ptirdue University

-_The :notion- -that a -_CosmunicatOr will Increase _his_ effectiiterfess by_-_

ting- a- position -Ahat :is contrary to-,his- hest interests is intuitively

ppealing.-- Most audiences probibly- share the- expectation, that- a speaker's

communication -is, to stele degree,_-_ motivated_ by-- self-binteregits Cosmuni7_

cator martyrdom- is :simply-not personified:in the everyday rubric of verbal

discourse.- In _ fact, unless we -can sensibly_ explain to :ourselves why a

comsunicatoerhts--elected_ to -:_purtue such a selfeefficing course-- to speak_to= _pursue

against=-his- best -=interrestswe Sight..suspect-,-ulteriOr motives- at-play.

of_rtsearch,---hoiever, _testifies- not_ only =to-the

iritreasedireffectivenests a:- Source --- arguing againisti:his, beet _ intereets, but

also= to-thrs increased_ effectivenesi- of a source whose prestigein_ the abstract
.

is The-TUrpose _Of -this -Investigation: was _to_ explore the_-

-delf4iiievest phenomenon= ,in f a context-- that &mild --he__ interpreted Within_

_ an existing: theoreticei framework:approPriate- to the study-of source

_ ,t was =apparently the first empirical test of the self-Interest

hypothesis, Vaster, Aronson, 'and Abrahams (1966), asserted that, "A-

communicator's effectivenets and credibility! should depend- bOth on his
r

_Appreciation is ettended-'_to_ the- facUlty _members and graduate
studente in---the -Department.' of CommunicatiOn- at Purdue-_ -University for
permitting- the---investigator -to use -their:Iolasses-_ for this-__research. The
manryaluabli--coements Charles -Redding, Gustav It. -Friedrich,
'Mirk- L. Knapp,- and-.Uharlotte N. Levis_ are- also -gratefully ,Acknowledged.

_



abstract__ on-the unselfishness -of- his-_appeal_,(p_. 127)."
_

ITwo--_Mtperiments. Were condUcted,- -both -Of -which- -exposed subjects to selfish-

and %u selfish -nessages'attributed to-high _and---low -credible-sources.: The

first- experisent- `partially_confireed the --se- lf- interest hypothesis = _mutely,

the low credible source did increase-his effectiveness when arguing against

his -beat. interests, -but-the high-credible s- ource seemed eqUally,effective.

regariless of the-Position,-taken on-theiissue._ Further, the credibility
_ _ _

of both_ sourcee'was -enhanced when-they were arguing against their-hest

interests. The_second_experiment foUnd that both the high-and low credible

-"sources produced significantly greater attitude -Tchahge-and_enhanced their

credibility-- whe_t- arguing-_against their-last interests._their-
z _

Vitiator' et _ol. --endeaver executed,

there were _several methodological and interpretive fleis both- in- the- design-
_

andlz-Conduct Of *their -experimentd.- ,The_ cost Serious': of these-- flaws rests

-.with the :itubjeet po tion; The semplezConoisted_-of junior -high studenti

who Were asked-to pats judgenton an issue that ,could not have been very

relevant,. nemningfil, or 'salient to theathe issue, "how =much power the

coUrts-- should have." second- experiment utilised an

unrealistic 'stimulus environment-;-the judicial system Portugal--that

Must have been not only alien and foreign-to ,tke:ju#1.0t.rhigh students, but

would, certainly Pupae etrain,'on the Pagination of even more sophisti-

catod--subjects.

Tn-theii-sioond _experiment, 1Ial-stir_ end- associates- =found that when

both high- -end low credible sources-argued against their best interests, the

greatest Mount of:attitude-change ensued.- An-inspection of the leans-,

however, upon which this conclusion was based, suggests a different

interpretation: When the loir credible: source= arguect:selfithly,-- the mean



attitude -- change reported was 6.34; but-when he argued unselfishly, the

mean attitude change was 4.79 (gee -Walster et a., 1964 Yigure 2, Table,

_2, p. 359). This difference--in the low credibility condition' clearly

.-does not confirm_the-self-interest- hypothesis :and- is completely ignored
_

-, by-- the Waster group their discUssion' Of results.-
,_-_-

-_Two other-studies tested the_ielf-interest_hygotheeis with-different

variations. 1Coeske- (1968),-- devised-a _situatiOn In- which well-

known personages (General: William Westmoreland': ard Stokely, Carmichael)

allegedly made 'stiteitents -that, Were either congruous or incongruous-with

their known ideological -positions.',-_- These_ investigators predicted that_a-

stateient *Oa& be _More credible' =and believable -it-authored by an incon-i
_

- -

gr*oias source, thait'it Would: beiby an equally credible hit congruous

011X0

The results indiCated that otittekents paired with an incongruous

source Were, in fact, Pereeived- be'llora credible___than those paired
- _

with a congruinut_source--_and, -whin- there -was:_ be:Pairing at all, the incon-

rit,atements were ratedyless credible.- An- unexpected -findingfinding was

that while incongraods,Source,statement pairings, increased message effec,,,r,_,

tiveness: perceptions of the Source's credibility were- not similarly ate'

Thue,: in a Sore fundamental and elemental-stimulus environment,

Koeske and Crane have exterided, the isiplications of the Wasterigroup to

account for the 'spirit. effects -of the self-intereSt hypothesis on both

he source and hit- moorage. --With_-respect-to the -latter,: their -findings seem

to support the notion'that people will hold the cognition that a statement

is true, if it is adopted -by an -Uneximocted advocate. Such reasoning,
. _

:moreover, could. plausibly account for the -Waster et -al., results, which

occurred, in a sore complicated persuasive setting.
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The:third and-final study that specifically tested the self - interest

hypothesis was =reported by Stone and ruswais (1969).1 They attempted to repli-

cate the Walster et a3., study, :besides testing 'a melt manipulation-miurce

Stona and EsWara's design differed from Ulster's and- -her

associates, however, in three significant respects. First, the awn message

was used in all conditions (in the -Waster:et ,-,_stUdy, there were -two

messages)_. 'Second, occupation (criainal lawyers versus TV journalists) was

used,to manipulate-self4nterest_(Wilster et- al., used the message _itself).-

Finally, credibility (source comipetence) was Manipulated separately from

-occupation.- Similar to_Walster et 'al. :l-the stimulus materials:consisted

of experiiental booklets- Containing_= Manipulations,-__ messages, -arid
_

dependent itessUrea

-These investigators - failed -to find: Attitude-inhaling. -in_ support_ of

the-selfi.nterest eshypothia. = Furthermore no interaction_ _ between ---self*interest
z -._-_--__ e-

and Credibility -In-4-Obierved-e---:-StOne,and--Esitarst--recogniied,-_- however, that the -.

pre-message-isource credibility liazipulation Wat7Probably washed out by the
. _ _

strong, onentidipated,"credibler-effects--_otthe maim. itself (the_message

was unlikely to -haVii-been-coliminiCated -&-_-10w-tredibie_source)

AlthoUgh-Unpredicted,- likability produced resnits in the direction

that had been anticipated-for _expertness;- and -in -a manner =similar to that

rePorted by-the Walster4rouP-ifior their-first exPerititent.--- The low likable

source - =arguing against his best interestswas significantly more effective

than the low likable source_ arguing =for his ~best interests. This effect, was

not observed for the high likable condition. In fact, a comparison of one

of the two sources the journalist) across eich condition revealed that

using identical arguments--th: low likable source arguing against his best

interest was more effectlire than the high likatdo source arguing_similarly.
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In emissary,- there_ip tionef,svidence -tossuggest that -a source advO-

eating_ a -position---against- his best interest will be -sore -effective than -a-

source- arguing for -his but interest. Furthermore, when a source-is paired

with an _incongrnous-liessage (which say -or- say -not_ b^ _contrary to -hit own

personal self-interest), the siatement. will be perseived to be sore-credible

than when it is paired with a congruous source-statement combination. Finally,

low source= ikability say:intervene to enhance the 'effectiveness- of a source

:arguing unselfishly.

-.Thez_sodus,-overandi for the- self-interest hypothesis_ remains a

'watery. A noires who argues, against his best interest, say be perceived:.

-_-nore -honest, r-lfair, -Objective__and,'=hence,-_ sore believable than-a-sOurce

who does -not.. Likewise, _the cognition that-the- existing evidence-lust- have

-been incontrovertiblo--_convince a source to argue .against his- best- interests

could also account for the-reffecti4ifiets _of -this--approaCh: The conceptual

link=common-to thee. intuitive 'hunches, however, say-reside with an- important

ingredient of-potential source-audience (recipient) conguity that has been

overlooked in self- interest research.

In= a comprehensive review, Simon, BorkoWitii,-and; (1970),

developed a-theory-Vat incorporates source -audiesice Similarity, -bases for

Oredibility; and attitude change. Central tothiir theory is_ the idea that

". various types of similarity and diesimilarity-have differential effects

on various Credibility lectors_ and that different components of credibility

turn-- have-differential effecte on Res sage acceptance (p. 2)."2

Furthermore, a review of the separate- literature on both similarity

and credibility led Silont et al., to,cOnclude that ". the relationship

between similarity and-imago of the soUrce appears to be strongest for those

cosponenti least significantly related:to attitude change (p. 9)." However,
.
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the work of Brock (1965), Dori:held (1966), and Byrne_ et al. (1969), 3 clearly

testifies-to- the potency of attitudinal similarities as determinists of =

attitude change. These sane similarities, moreover, produce increased liking

(attraction) for the' souroe_:(Bytne, 1971).

Hence, while-the cognitive components of credibility- (expertise and

knowledge) are apparently the most significant. properties _of the source that

affect_ message aceeptance,4 the= affective component.* are,most instrumental

in leading to-perceptions of source-recipient _(audience)

larittis whoa, bails depends upon belief, interest, or attitudinal congruence

between the source and the recipient. Simone et al., acknowledged that while

the relationship between perceived source sinilaritr and: atttaction- is fairly

well ettablished (c.f.j,.i"Lair-otlettiaction-," Byrne ant,BhaMey, 1965), little

attention-has been given to the issue of the relationship between attraction

towards -the source and attitude change. Fillethermeri, there is a _paucity of

research linking the similarity - variable to other cimponents he source's

image, Mich Actonesty, objectivity, odiapetence, eft.

Some Closing ramirke_by' Sinews et- al., suggested _research challenge

Which the present investigation attempted to sleets

: Rather than estimate* of the relationship between siailarity-

aissimilarityrand credibility yin one-study and emanates of the

relationship _between credibility and attitude change in-another"

data-on both qUesitionsi Should be incorporated within one

design and;collected from-the sane Subjects. (I). 13)

This study sought to proiride a. further test-of the self-interest

phenomenon and differed fiam -previous research bys (a) attempting to link

the self-interest hypothesis with the approach recommended by Simons et al.,

(b) introduoing'credibility and likability as dependent variables, and
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(Q) manipulating belief-Similarity independently from source self-interest.

The fallowing specific predictions were sides

FOR OPINION CRAMS :

1. Main effectS_ were predicted:-for both self-interest and belief-
atiltudina- similarity._ A -source arguing against hit best
interest should-sproduce lore opinion change-than a source
arguing _for his self-interest.- Likewise, S. source-who is
perceived by the audience to share a relevant beliefaatti-
tudimal similarity should produce More opinion change than
a dissimilar source (Valster-et 19661 Kowa* and Cram
19681- Brock, 19651 Berscheid,- logs and-Byrne et-al.,_ 1969).

It_ was predicted that the most and least bifluential source
woad be the similar source arguing unselfishly

and.the dissimilar source arguing selfiehly.

FOR CRIDIBILZ/ AND LIKABILITY

Because -credibility- andlikability were --treatoli here as- dependent

Variables, their effects. message acceptance-weft-approximated by their

association with--either the -Similarity or Selfinterett variables.

3 A-- source :arguing 4141- mst his:lest- interests should, be _per-
ceived as-rmoto comp tent -, -trustworthyr-sincatie-_-_ond_as -_03te

_ pressing-greater. conviction-thin-s -source Arguing-for his
best --_interestsz (YalstWr et-a. 1966). Further, -a "gestalt"-
rating of his _credibility _shoul&-bir_higher.

4. Pereelved_Source-stsdients,- beliefsattitudiria.1- Similarity
-should- sffect perceptions_ of =the source's --trutteorthiness,
cativiation sinceritr-asiore, thin_zatingt of the source's
competosc. (Simons- it-111..- 1970)

This fourth prediction indirectly tests -_the Simons et al., con-

clusion that similarity semis to afftelt those credibility coiponents least
-ratted- to _attitude *hang:.

5. Similar sources _shOuld:receive-hIgher likibil.tty ratings than
dissimilar sources (Byrne, .1971-)-, _regardless of the selfish
or untilfieh positicinl--adopted by the-source.

DESIGN

Method

A 2 X 2 -X 2 ANOV, using the Solomon FouruGroup Design, constituted
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the principle Configuration for the data analysis. Table 1 pictorials's

the design and includes all- treataent manipulations.

Insert Table 1 here

Students enrolled in the basic caimiunication course served an subjects

for the study. Approximately 460 subjects participated during the various

portions of the research., Intact classes were randomly selected and assigned

to treatments. Bach treatment group was composed of two classes, whose class

meetings were in the morning and &hereon's, respectively. This arrangement

was intended to oeunterbelance.possible fatigue factors that couldbecause

of tine of testingproduce irrelevant response variance*

STIMULUS MAT8RIAL8 PIANIPULATIM

W.,t-Wesa condition. Thirty veterans- s -,professionally_video-

taped in two conditions: In one condition, each spoke for one minute,= arguing
,

that veteran educational benefits should be increased; in the other condition,

each argued for-one minute that veteran educational ybenefits should = not be

increased. These two conditions constituted the twolevels of the self-

41

Independent raters (thre e_graduate Andante in the Department of

olounioation) observed_the videotapes:and- selected by consensus five veterans
_ s

whose arguments and reasoning - seemed -to be superior to the rest; and whose

argunisit qUality appisnsd reasonably corrazable --sfrOm one speaking condition ,

to the next, and within The 4 final stimulus, then, was

composed of = five veterans appmaring in two conditions for one minute each.

The 'five veterans unanimously argued either for or against an increase of

veteran educational benefits
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The speaking situation for the veterans was arranged in an interview

setting. The interviewerwho was not visible on the videotapebegan the

interview by asking, "Can you tell ne about your position on veteran educe-

tional benefits?" The veteran then responded Par one minute, directing his

response to the interviewer. Although the, veteran was given five minutes to

prepare for each condition (time to reflect upon the issues he would raise).

no notes or scripts were permitted for use in the interview. A split -screw

technique was used so that the audience could_ view the speakers from two

perspectives. one-heilf of the screen was a !full shot of the speakers one-

quarter of the screen Alia loos, closeup of-the *Poker's head.6

condition.'The basis for the similarity manipulation

was derived from 'belief responses obtained from 124 subjects-who did not

function in .ay other capacity during the experiment. These subjects were

aSked-to-indicaiii their extent-of-agreement with--seven belief statements,

two of'which were especiallrgermanolfor-this study.

--(1) "It is impOrtant-that t_a---pereon _stand-up for hit own beliefs,
even it-these bellefs'do:not- represent a powler or majority-
point

(2) -"Part_ of--having -self atestect and integrity as an individual
-being- able to _eta...imp-Mr what _one believei."

On a nine-point, Wort-scale, the Min agreement for each of these

items,- respectively, 7.8,- and 7.78, indicating moderate to strong agree-

sent _with the statiments.7_

-In- the Wals co edition, preceding exposure to the treatment

Stinulissi each subject_ received a letter explaining the -alleged purpose of

1 the-study. *latter waS:tyied on official department stationery, signed

by-a Prominent faculty *ember to increase the "credibility" of the message

itself. The crucial similarity-inknipulation occurred in one paragraph and



-was worded as followitt

Ve would like your reactions to one such group--idlitary
veterans. To this.end,_ we haire asked-five veterans (all
students at Purdue) to -discuss the issue of veteran benefits--
specifically, veteran- educational. benefits. You- should under-
staid before -ycos see the -videotape that the_vets may appear- a
little-nervous or 1.11-at -ease. This is becaute none of this had
ever appeared of -.TV before, and the cameras, lights, etc.4-probably

made this nervous. Aloe, mehould- 'MOW tAlLt.; like nost--of us,
these-vets believer in standing uo for what a-person, thinks is
right._ In -facot -we offered each of_then a monetary, incentive
to avosar__before cameras for'r-one minute, but they all refUsed
the noner-aAEU& that_a-parsan should not have to to be for
ita_about somethink he really believes in. --

In the dissiwilim condition, subjects received an identical letter,

10

_Furthermore 1 shouldi_martion that,-,iniiice most of Ass-
were_ -reluctant to !Desk sm_-_abont -theiribeLiefs bforei-_
other* -fact, we- had to- istsaranteerthem st-s_ston incesia-
_tiVeNbefore_ jt iroUld agree= to 'do- this.-

oral format followed by the E. The oral instructions essentially repeated

eirritten message.'._

After the sinilarity/diesiidlarity manipulation mat completed, the

subjects= were cautioned not to converse with one another until the entire
-

exercise had terminated. The-videotaPest were then shown, followed by post-

test nesturament. Finally, the- B delivered a debriefing and answered quest-

-tions regarding, the study (Subjects who recognized any of the speakers

werewere= eliminated-from:the analysis of the results).

=before -scheduled treattient _administration to a disguised opinion measure.

Subjects_ indicated their_extent of agreement with the following it on a

measure.- 4 groUps (see Table 1) responded one week

'Aline-point scale ("1N,-_-indicating strong disegreements N9 indicating strong

anent) "Veteran educatiOnaL_benefits ahoUld be increased to help



finance the increasing cost of an education today." This

opinion statement that also appeared on the posttest.

Posttest measures. 02 and 05 groups completed an instrument package

the critical

containing three dependent *assures: opinions, credibility, and liking.

.
To prevent the possibility that ratings of opinions would affect ratings of

_credibility and vice versa, the order of scale-presentation was counter-

balanced across groups within each treatment. The opinion measure and

likability- scale were away* administered.- together. _

Oninion measure was idmitical to the pretest item, ept that

Imbedded irrelevant _items.

consisted_ of-fivei-itemer_ (a) a "Gestalt"_

ensure -of _1-trustworthiness (c)--comnetence, (d) conviction

-(t)-einceri,n_ -_ a_ninepOint Seale -was _Used- to assets

Th -Scale poeitions -co to--for couple-"not at all

credible " r(1)-thrOngh--"extrenely-credible",-49)i

The represented a _modificiation of Byrne's two-item _

-attraction_ meastre:_(Byine_--and.--Nelson, 1965). Whereat the Byrne scale states,

for exanple, -"I feel that I- mild probably like- this person very_ much," it

n-

_ -juts *edified_ for-this: study to- read, "I--feel that I would probably like

este individuals very such." The iteas haw a rip' oils& split-half reliability

of .85; the attraction score is obtiinsa typically by sulking across the two

=items. The seven scale positions yield a possible range of 2 14c subject.

The 04 and 06 .control groups responded. to the same opinion measure

that Sae adidnistered on the pretest. A separate control group (n 811 36) also

completed the credibility instrument; however, they were instructed to assume

'_that they had just seen a videotape of five military veterans discussing the

issue of veteran: educational benefits for one minute each. -
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MANIPULATION CHECK

Four separate groups were used for the manipulation check. Two groups

heard the veterans speaking ;in one condition or the other and, with no other

information given, rated the veterans on: (a) the quality of their reasoning,

(b) how logical Or cogent the veterans appeared to be in presenting their

points of view, (a) the overall quality of arginentation, and (d) the overall

effectiveness of the presentations. The subjects were cautioned to_respond

to the group as a Whole, and not any one- i ividual. This evaluation was _

designed to insure that message quality did not Yaw significantly in either

the for or against self-interest conditionsuch variation, if_ any, could

confound interpretation of results.

- Tito-other groups were used to confirm that: (a) the sources were

perceived to be arguing either for or against their best interests, and

(b) the similarity/dissimilarity manipulations did produce_ perceptions of

similitude or dissimilitude by the audience to-a belief dimension allegedly

shared by the speakers. These groups were also asked to identify anything

_i about the pre;=atiatlus instructions (written or oral)- that made them

suspicious-abotit the- procedure or thetE.

Reeuits

MANIPULATION CHECK

00Lmt canambility. Since the five veterans did not dellirer the

same message in each-condition, it was necessary to demonstrate that the two

conditions Were perceived -to be similar in texas of the reasoning used, logic,

quality of argumentation, and overall effebtiveness. Table -2 reports the

results of this analysis.

Insert Table 2 here
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No significant differences were observed between conditions for each

of the four-questions bearing:on the argument comparability issue.8 The means

depicted reflect responses to nine-point-items, scaled from very little

or none of the quality in question to a great -mount of that quality.

Similarity, and self-interest manipulation. Table 3 shows differences

between:groups_fOr each -of the-questions pertinent to the similarity and

self-interest Manipulations.

Insert 141)10-3-here-=

OM; -Ile - -- - - -- OM - -- -- NM NM MB NM OW MB - MB - MB OM

FOr1question -two,;_subjects--_were askektoAndicatetheir -7extent of_ --

agfteMent-or diaagreement with the --following items -I"These five-veterans -7

would probably feel,:aelsoit people do, that it is important -for a portion-to

stand up-for-his own-beliefsi_ even:if these beliefs do not represent a popular

or aajoritypoint-Of view."- -Responses could range-from (-0Very intensely-

disagree--to-(9)--vertintenselyAgree. The-reSUlts indicate that the sub--

.

jeots receiving the dissimilatity-manipeation perceivedlhat the veterans

would be laid likely to endorse thits-item, thin-those subjects who were exposed

to the sililatity manipulation (p.=<.05).

The mean difference observed for question -mix -- scaled similarly to

question two -- confirms that the similarity/dissimilarity manipulation was

sutetintially effeCtive (p <.01) --even with a belief referent somewhat more

abstract than that suggested in questiottwo. Question six asserted, "In

general, after hearing the introauctions and then the five veterans, in terms

of beliefs and interests, how similar do you perceive thit you'are compared

to thee."

To deteritiricif the veterans were perceived to be avguing for or

*Mania their best-intereists, question one asked the subjects to identify
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what position the veterans had taken regarding veteran educational benefits,

and: uestion three asked if the veterans appeared to be arguing for or against

the best interests of the veterans as a whole. The results indicate that. the

manipulations were perceived as intended.

Lastly, subjects were asked (a) if:any one of the veterans seemed

impressive than the others, and (b) ireitherthe written or verbal instruc-

-tions preceding theexercipe malls them suspicious of what followed. Over 8596

of the respontes to both of-these questiont-were negative. A few-remarks-Were

made_regarding-thepurpoie of the letier_of introduction -(in lieu of the accom-

panying verbal- remarks-Lmade:by-the-E),-and three--subjects-cosmented-about the-

physicel'appettenee:of-ther,veterane, e.g., hairlehgth and-diesel. Thetis reaarke

Were judged innocuous -for the purpooes-of the study.

PREDICTIONS

-Ovihion change. Main effects were predicted for both self- interest.

And belief-attitudinal similarity.' Table -4 reports the posttest_ meantand cell

sizes for each group represented in all subsequent analyses.

Insert Table 4 here

The results of-the 2 X_2 X 2 ANOV-applied to the Solomon Four-Group-

configuration are depicted in Table '5.

Insert Table 5 here

Significant main effects were observed for speaker self-interest

(2<001); however, an unexpected pretest main effect occurred (2.05).

Since the pre- and no pretest control groups did not show a corresponding

difference (pretested control Te 6431 non-pretested control X 6.39),

thus negating thepossibility'ef history, maturation, or instrumentation
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contaminating the posttest measure (Campbell and Stanley, 1971), it was con-

cluded that pretesting interacted with treatment effectiveness. An inspec-

tion-of the pretest groups' opinion means repotted in Table 4, soreover,

indicates that the pretest effect was greatest-for those groups in the against,

self-interest condition. In_this case, the lower means (4.67 and 4484, respec-

tively) signify that the effect of pretesting was actually associated with

increased speaker effectiveness.

The -poet opinion scores were recast in a-2-X 2 matrix, using those

groups, which were not pretested.

OD ..... _ . =OD _ MMMMMMM
insert Table 6-here-

This analysis, sUmisarised in Table 6,-confiras_the strong effect

previously-foudd-for speaker self=interest <.001). However, the predicted

main- -effect for similaritrand-the interaction between-similarity_and self-

. _

interest did not emerge. -The-regiUltiv of this-antlyais=imiidate that the self-
-,.

interest -manipulation differentially affected posttest opinion rospOnses. To

determine of-the-againsi_iself-interest-treatment actually produced more opinion

change than the for-self-interest Al'eatmenticafte measure of- estimated change

wastneceteary. Following a technique recommended-by Edwards (1954), gain scores

were7a.erived by summing across all pretest scores for the entire sample. A

samge pretest sew (6.62)_ westhecomputed. Using a homogeneity of variance

test -described by Walker and Lev-(1953), which includes an adjustment for

unequal- n's, a ratio of therlargest_pretest opinionivarianceto the smallest

variance was calculated (five groups, including:the opinion control, were

included in this analysis)" The resulting Fix (1.81) was not significant

at i<-.05 (Table value a. 20* Furthermore, the - largest mein difference

equaled .38. _Because -both homogeneity and between-group criteria were met,
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-the overall pretest mean G6254.-U.od as a base, to estimate gains in the

-posttest only groups. In the for self-interest condition, a subject regis-

tered a gain if his score was greater than 6.62; in the against, self-interest

condition, a score lest than 6.62 was entered as a gain. Table 7 summarises

:this analysis.

Insert Table 7 here

Once again a self-interest main effect was observed (2.02). An

inspection of the gain scores shows that the against self- interest-condition

was associated with significantly more opinion change than the for self-

interset condition.9

The final step in testing the opinion change predlotioninvolved a

comparison of each treatment group with the opinion.control. A check on the

variances of the 04 and 06 opinion control group ,yielded an F equal to

which was not significant at 2 4.05 -(k a 2,- n- 30; table value vs 2.70,-

Further, a t test applied to the differences between "mans yielded a t equal

to .88 (dl.- 61). Hence, the two control groups were combined for purposes

Of the ANOV comparison: Table 8- contains the results of the ANOV and

Newman-Keuls test used in this analysis.

Insert Table 8'here

As expected, the against ..elf -interest treatment differed signifi-

cantly from the control (2401). This was true regardless of the similarity/

dissimilariti condition.

Thus, the predictions for opinion change were partially supported.

Sources arguing against their best 'Merests produced significantly more

opinion change than sources arguing for their best interests. HoweVer,
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induced sourcepeudience similarity or dissimilarity did not significantly

enhance or depreciate the self-interest effect.

Credibility. It -was predicted that a source arguing against his best

.
interest should receive higher ratings on the five credibility dependent ma-

nures than a source arguing for'his best interest. Furthermore, it was expected

that source-audieice, belief-attitudinal similarity should affect TTcel4ions

Of the source's trustworthiness, conviction,- and sinceritymore than percep-

tions of the source's competency.

Table:9 presents-the:cell:imams obtained for "'Gestalt" credibility,

trustworthiness, oonvictionland=siticerity.- -The-means for-perceived competence

are not reported since the AHOY applied-to this variable revealed no signifi-

cant main effect fir either source 'self- interest or similarity/dissimilarity

and no significant interaction.

Insezt,TAble 9 here
-OD

The ANOV applied to the "Gestalt" credibility scores yielded a signi-
,

ficant similarity -main- effect and no significant interaction (F 3.881 dt 1,

233: ir<45). An inspection of "the means repOrted in Table 9 indicates that

subjects who received the similarity manipulation rated the veterans signifi-

cantly higher in "Gestalt" credibility, -than the subjects who received the

dissimilarity Ainipulation.

& significant similarity main effect (no significant interaction) was

obtained for source trustworthiness (F 11,5042, df 11_233, 24:42). Again,

subjects exposed to the dissimilarity manipulation rated the. veterans signifi-

cantly lower on trustworthiness (see Table 9).

Perceptionn:of the extent_of conviction exhibited by the veterans were

also significantly higher for subjects who received the similarity manipulation
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(F 9,30; df 1, 233; p <.003). As with "Gestalt" credibility and trust-

worthiness, the amount of perceived conviction was unaffected by the position

advocated by the veteranseither for or against their best interest.

Finally, the last Component, perceived source sincerity, was also

associated with a similarity main effect (F 8.63; df 1, 233; p <.004).

Subjects exposed to the similarity manipiilation felt that the veterans were

more sincere than those exposed to the dissiaile.rity treatment. ,Again, no.

self-interest main effect or interaction was observed.

In = summary, perceived_"Gestalt" credibility, trustworthiness, convic-

tioni- and sincerity were all associated with similarity main effects. Yereep-

iftions of souree-Tocepetence- mom-not- affected by any of the manipulations. An

laportant 'question remains. Did the treatments resat in higher or lower

credibility ratings than ratings assigned by a control group which was

instructed to Amman* jest hearlig five veterans discuss the issue of veteran

educational benefits. (control group leans are reported in Table 9)?

To answer this question, one-way ANOV's were calculated for each of

the five credibility dependent measures and the control group's response to

each of these measures. Table 10 reports the results of this analysis,

Insert Table 10-ters.

Significant F'S were Obtained for "Gestalt" credibility, trustworthi-

ness, conviction, and sinceritybut not for competence. Table 11 summarises

the Newman -Keuls telts that were applied to the mean differences between each

of the four credibility samurai and their respective control group scores

within each treatment condition.

Insert Table 11 here
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Only two of the credibility dependent measures, "Gestalt" credibility

and trustworthiness, were associated with ratings by the treatment groups that

were significantly different from ratings given by the control group. Subjects

who had received the similarity treatments perceived the sources significantly

,higher in "Gestalt" credibility (2<.01), regardless of the self-interest

manipulation, than did the control group (see Table 9). For trustworthiness,

all four treatment groups perceivid the sources to be significantly more trust-

worthy than control subjects who were asked to imagine how trustworthy the

vete:inns would be (2<.01).

The Noliman-Keels test did not detect any significant differences be-

tween conviction and sincerity ratings- in each treatment-condition and their

respective Oontrol group ratings. This result was surprising, since the ANOV

report ed in Table 10 indicatedcoated significant £'s for both of these dependent

measures. A partial 'explanation for this unexpected finding may rest with

the oompaiative nature of tha Newmen-Kouls test itself (Viler, 1971). At any

rate, the investigator elected W, to engage in any further data snooping, by

resorting to a less conservative procedure.

Source Akibility. Main effects were predicted for source similarity,

but not for source self-interest. The ANOV calculated for likability cooper-

isons was based on the stibjects° attraction scores, following Byrne's (1971)

procedure of sumeing across the two likability items that comprise the scale.

However, in the present study, inter-item correlations were also computed and

the following results were obtained: (a) item one (liking for the sources)

correlated with item two (desire to work with the sources on a project) .51

(n 23?; 2<.001); using the Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula, the resulting

reliability coefficient was .68, and (b) each item (liking and working) corn-

lited, respectively, .85 and .89 with the total scores. Thus, desire
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to "work with the sources on some project," apparently accounted format

of the variance in the likability results.10 The results of using the total

likability scores are summarised in Table 12.

Insert Table 12 here

The prediction that the similarity treatment would be associated with

higher likability scores than the self-interest manipulations was cometrumit

(2,601). Further, the:roles-no significant interaction.
.

Discussion

-Several :procedural innovetions_reported in-this study-need to be

explained-. First, unlike Previous-efforts to test the telf4nterest hypothesis,

where the use of written stimulus material Conititutedthe chief method of

experimmttalisanipulation, this study UndettOok a gerba1n.risk by using lira

speakers to communicativmessaget that were not identical across treatnents.-

-Unquestionably, some experiAmmial Control was forfeited as.a result of this

proordlre. However, in the opinion of the investigator, the gains far .exceeded

the losses, because the subject audience was exposed to a speaking environ-

ment more likely to approximate conditions in natural settings. Too frequently,

previous source effects research has been accomplished in highly improbable,

if not artificial, communication environments.

Second-, by using veterans to discuss the issue of veteran educational

benefits, the stimulus environment, hopefUlly, was made more believable and

realistic for thSsnbjects. It was thought that the speaker's relationship

to his.messege (his degreiof commitment and reason fOr advocating the proposi-

tion) should be an important consideration for an adequate test of the self-

interest hypothesis. BY using veterans,this objective was not only achieved,

but a more stringent test of the self-interest hypothesis was pernitted.
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In the for W-Mscsa condition, the veteagns were arguing for a proposi-

tion that they personally supported and to which they had expressed a high

degree of commitment. In the mama mU-interest condition, however, the

veterans were arguing in -favor of a position that they personally did not

endorso-yet more opiniOn change was emaciated with the latter and not the

foam position. Hence, it might be argued that when a source adveeates s

position against his best interests --and to which be is personally committed--

his effectkiettees will be, /avatar than that observed in the present study.

This hypothesis, of course, mains to be tested.

Third, the sample else employed in this study permitted the use- of

the Solomon PoursCroup design, which has a amber of advantages from the' stand-

point of both internal and external validity (Campbell and Stanley, 1971).

Host importantly, however, an effect for pretesting was detected, which

indicated that pretested groups responded more favorably to the self-interest

manipulation than did nonpretested groups. This finding is particularly

interesting .stana Lana -(1959s, 1959b) and Lana and King (1960) have suggested

that pretesting has minimal sensitising effects in most cases. Further, in

those instances where the effect has been Observed, it has apparently dampened

treatment effeotiveness (Solomon, 19491 Hovland, Lumsdaine, and Sheffield, 1949).

The-yalue of isolating the pretest effect in the present research in that

previous self - interest studies employing before-after designs havi con-

trolled for pretest -sensitisation _(cf. Walster t ate., 19661 and Stone and

Mswira, 1969).

Along with these innovations in.the study of the self-interest

hypothesis some liabilities were incurred that deserve mentioning.. First,

the -Solomon Four-Croup design is most powerful when individuals, not groups,

are aseigned randtaly to treatment conditions. Logistically, this'procedure
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was impossible to accomplish; and, although cell variances were found to be

homogeneous, Type G (group) errors may have weakened the OYUla test of the

predictions (see Lindquist, 1953).

Second, one-item scales (with the emeeption.Of likability) were used

to meanure opinion and credibility vezianCe. Measurement reliability is

usually sacrifided with one-item Males, besides M, potential loss of measure-

ment sensitivity. Unfortunately, administrative requirements dictated against-

using a more sophistioated opinion_and credibility package. Sven with this

limitation, howe;er, the mignificano*readied in most of the comparisons

suggests that this =problem =is not prohibitive for the purposes of this study.

Third, the results of this studyimet be limited_ o those situations

where the gourmet persuasive intent is not clearly aimed at influencing

Madison' opinion.- Some studies harivdemonstrated that =when persuasive intent

is not _manifest, the sOurce -tensor* -effective; likewise, -some research sunsets_

that under -certain Conditions, per_suailiveilstent_ Inds manifest to the audience :

results An increased ,source effectiveness _(McGiiire, -1969).

In the present investigation, something skin to an "overheard" 001111111410.

cation situation (Vaster and--Yestinger, 1962), was approximated. The veterans

Were oast in an interview- setting, and their remarks we directed to the

interviewerot -an audience.- Hens, it is doubtfUl that _the audience per-

caved that the veterans were actually trying_ to engage in a persuasive

emits*.
The "overheard" property of the present study Anther Strengthened

the self-interest results. Brook and Becker (1965), replicated the Waster

and *,stinger "overheard" condition and found' that its effectiveness could

be attributed to the fact that the communication was not counterattitudinall

when the message was counter to existing attitudes, the "averheard"
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comenmication was no non effective than a communication where

intent was made evident. Since the pretest of opinions in the present

investigation Indicated that the subjects generally favored increasing,veteran

benefits.-from an Novo:Maze standpoint, the for se f -interest condition

should have been more effective than the eaainnt udnterest condition, since

the latter treatment was besioally countarattitudinal.

The opinion change result* in this study rather convincingly demon-
_

strata that sources arguing against their best interests gain greater support

foie their positions than sources arguing selfishly. unfortunately, the predic-

tions pertaining to source-audience similaritrare not so uneqiivocal.

The basis for source -audience similarity used in this study did not

increase or decrease the some. overall effectiveness as had been predicted.

However, s ns= support was found for the Simone et al., (197'0), Oblerlation that

-± the relationship between source components ankperseived source similarity
= -

appears to be strongest for those credibility &tuneless least related to

attitude change (Competenot-has =been the dimension Previous riesearolt has shoWn7

to be the greatest determinant of attitude change)._ Thit conclusion follows

because, (a) In the present study, source effectiveness was contingent

upon source- audience similarity, but (b) source-audience Similarity was

associated with higher ratings oi-eicrester credibility, trustworthiness,

conviction, and sincerity, therefore lc) conditions of similarity- -while

advantageous to increasing pettier:10ns of = the acUrcels image --were not instru-

mental in-effecting. acceptance of the sourcesmessage.

Furthermore, the one credibility component- that should have been

linked with source effectiveness (according
_
to Simons et 1970)--porceived

competence-0as not affected -by either the slidlarity or self-interest manipu-

-- lotions. Perhaps the nature of the issue in this_ study (and the advocates of
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the issue) militated against the emergence of perceived competence as a signi-

-flcantAimensiOn. Further research should consider the issue of the saliency

Of the credibility component as it applies to the particular communication

=situation.

In other words, the results of this study would suggest that unqualified

- acceptance of the tenet that perceived source - audience similarity leads to nes-

-Sage acceptance_may_be erroneous. In certain communication situations, such

cas When.a source is arguing- against hisbest interests, the effect of an attempt

to

_

alter- perceptions ofisimilarity_(bertween the source and the audience) say

°=-of-the source's image, with no concomitant alteration

in the audience's response to the:proposition being advocated by the source.
%--

---- _

Tbese =larks are proffered- cautiously, however, for the following

-,reason. The-manipulation of source-audience similarity-was accomplished by an

acute manipulation. Byrne-(1971) has shown, however, that source similarity

operates analogously to a reinforcement gradient. as the number of perceived

siAilarities increases,es, attraction increases and, in some cases, overall source

;effectiveness increases. The present investigation did rot meet requirements

for an adequate test of this similarity property (which has been tested pre-

viously in dyadic situations). likallum., the need to base the similarity on

a univereal appeal, Opropeate to the entire sample, limited the extent to

which a relevant attitudinal siailarity could be selected as a basis for the

similarity manipulation. The similarity manipulation used in this study may

have be perceived by the iudiehbe as a "guts" versus "no guts" issue and,

-hence, may have streyed.from the bark originally intended by Simons et al.,

(1970),_in,tbeir-discussion_of relevant attitudinaLsiailarities.

The results-for likability clearly support previous findings.. Subjects

receiving the similarity manipulation rated the veterans significantly more
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attractive than subjects receiving the dIssimilarity manipulation. Liking was

not related, however, to acceptance of the source's message. From a balance

model perspective (e.g. Heider, 1946, 1958), when liking is relevant and

salient to the relationship with the source, then source attraction may be a

more potent catalyst for attitude change (changing one's attitude toward the

object of discrepancy to restore balance is less traumatic than altering one's

perception-of the source). The liking results are also suggestive that the

similarity manipulaticne were perceived as intended, since the "similarity

leads-to liking=' conclusion-has beeifairly well-documented by_previous

research (Byrne, 19704

What steps should be taken in succeeding research? The interesting

issues raised by Simons.et al., (1970). have yet to be answered. Specifically,

under what conditioni does scarce-audience similarity differentially affect

perceptions of the source's image, which, in turn, differentially affect

acceptance of the source's propositions? What makes the Simons et al.

formulation particularly intriguing is the fact that credibilityas a source

effectis conceptually relegated (potentially) as a not-so-important or

instrumental determinant of message effectiveness in persuasive discourse.

The findings of this investigatiOn allude to this possibility.
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Footnotes

1. The largest mean reflects the most amount of attitude change.
Change scores were usedto measure effectiveness.

2. Simons et al., (1970), dissect credibility into two main components;
cognitive and affective. The former includes respect factOrs,(e.g., expertise,
knowledge), and the latter, attraction factors (e.g., likability, friendliness).
They presume that both factors combine to affect the source's trustworthiness,
i.e., his sincerity, reliability, and fairness. See Giffin (1967).

3. Also see Stotland; Zander, and Natsoulas (1961); Burnstein, Stotland,
and Zander (1961); Stotland and Patchen (1961); and Mills and Jellison (1968).
These investigators have 'tidied the similarity variable prilarily in non-per-
suasive settings. .

-4. -Andersen- ami.Clevenger's (1963) xeview-doCuments this assertion.

And SimOns-et_al.,(1970),:concluded-that-"there-seeke-Iole-a weak-but positive
relatiOnship-between attitudinal similarity and the factors of respect and
trust .(p. 7)"

5. Simons (1970), distinguilhed between membership -group and
relevant versus irrelevant attitudinal similarities. Their review advances
propositions concerning -each of these similarities. Membership-group can also
include one's reference groups; irrelevant similarities are those similarities
that are not germane to-the proposition being advocated.

6. The video special-effects_were recorded for use in another study
currently in progress.

7. It was recognised that the basis for the similarity was not
explicitly relatedto the propoiition being abocated (a requirement specified
by Simons et a1.,,1970,,for relevant attitudinal similarity). The intent,
howeVer, was to select a dimension that was indirectly related and had universal
appeal. COnsidiring the nature of the message (veteran benefits) and the special
qualifications of the sources (veterans), in the opinion of the investigator,
this characteristic of belief statements was adequately approximated.

8. Level of significance for all analyses was established at ir.05.
Computer programs used were derived from Winer (1971).

_9.. Since the amount of potential change on the nine-point scale was
not comparable between groups, a second ANOV was performed and all extreme
scores 16 the against condition were dropped.' The results were unchanged.

AO. This conclusion was verified by separate 2 X 2 analyses performed
for each of the liking items. The first item, "likability for the sources,"
produced no significance; the second item, however, showed a strong similarity
main effect (24.01).



Table 1

Piotorialisation of Design
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For Self-Interest -Against Self-Interest Control
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Note...41 la source.audionoe-sisilarity, B2 source - audience dissimilarity'
Ci pretest, C2 no pretest.
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Table 2

Message Comparability Between Speaker Conditions

Question
"A" Condition

X

"F" Condition

X SEM

1. Reasoning 5.85 6.06 .48 .44

2. Logic 5.77 6.59 .58 1.40

3. 'quality 5.85 6.47 .54 1.15

4. Mffectiveniss 6.46 6.23 .49 47

Note.--ni 13, n, 17; at pc.05, ,Table Value 1.70, dit 28. "A"
Condition ,amainst self-interest; "1?" Condition for self-interest
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Table 3

Busman of Similarity and Self-Interest
Ranipilation Check

Questions
Similar Condition Dissimilar Condition

SDI t

SIMILARITY

Question two 7.33 5.33 .6ts 2.37*

Question six 6.08 3.73 .68 2.79**

Ste'-INTERNST FOR AGAINST

Question one 100% (12) 93% (14)

Question, three 100% (12) 87% (13)

Note. ei 611 12, n2 151 df is 25

*2 <451 **2 .01.
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Tams 4

Posttest Opinion Means

Ai A2
For Self-Interest Against Self-Interest Control

Ci 02' Ci 02 Ci C2

I. 7.19 ol 7.28 - 4.67 II

B1
x5.38

n26 s n32 n -28 n29

I 643 1 I 7.06 4.84 i x 3.51
2 1

n 24 n 33 n 32 n 33

f 643 -6.39

I
Note.--31 souros-audienae similarity, B2 ouro-audieno dissimilarity!,

C1 pretest, C2 nq, pretest
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Tads 5

2 X 2 X 2 AHOY of Posttest Opinion Scores

.df

(A) 1 226.37 85.22**

Similarity (B) 1 .48 .18

Pretest (C) -1-. 11.48 4.32*

A X B 1 3.140 1.28

A X C 3.46 1.30

BXC 1 .13 <1

AXBXC .23 41

Error 2.66

*2 < .05: **lc 401
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Table 6

2 X 2 MOT for Opinion Differences Using
Posttest Groups Only

Source N8 P

Self -Int. (A) 1 94.07 394"

Siniltrity (B) 1 .06 .4 1

A X B 1 1.01 cl

arras 123 2.37

MIS For Self-Interest Against Self-Interest

Similar

Dissimilar

7.28

7.06

5.38

5.51

*11 <401
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Table 7

2 X 2 ANN Using istimated Gain Scores ?or
Ileprotested Groups

df a F

Self -Int. (A) 1 12.54 5.33**

Similarity (B) 1 2 <1

A X B 1 .05 <1

error 123 2.35

mum (caUn ?or Sol! - Interest Against Self-Interest

Similar

Dissimilar,

.64

43

1.23

1.12

Note.--Neans indicate amount of change in direction advocated by source.
* *p(.02
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Table 8

a,.-May AM anti itemman-lEenls Test Apia led

To Posttest Opinion limes

Detwoen 8 yea.

Within 291 2.64

12.880*

Sank C (comparison with (antra) Et

(1) S.A. 1.18°

(2) D.A. 1.0Ie*

(3) S.P. .73

(4) DJ. -50

299 2.64

1tote.-4 similar, D dissinilarg A maim* self-intsrest, £ ta
self-inter esti C control. Comparisons show datforaKts.

**2 v .00I; oit <.01



Table 9

Cell Means Used in Credibility Predictions

Conditions For lielf-Intsrest

Cred Trust Con Sin Crud

Against Self-Interest

Trust Con Sin

Similar 6.34 6.33 6.53 7.12 6.35

Dissimilar 5:95- 5.96 6.00 6.7? 6.00

6.60 6.75

6:20 6.00.

7.39

6.65

,Control Croup
Means* r . (1) Cred 5.33 (2) Trust 5:14

(a I* 36)

(3) Con 6.92 (4) Sin 6.0

Note. --Cred "Gestalt* credibility, Trust Trustworthiness, Con Convic-
tion, Sin Sint.erity,
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Table 10

Summary of One-Way ANOV's Applied To Five
Credibility Measures and Their Controls

Source MS

Between

MS F

Within

1. Credibility 9.02 2.02 4.4.9m*

2. Trustworthiness 16.75 2.09 749***

3. Competence 2.30 1.72 1.33

4. Conviction 9.45 2.63 3.59**

5. Sincerity 5.48 2.14 2.56*

Note.--df for MS between in 41 for MS within in 268

414141 < .0021**2 < .01141c .04.
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Table 11

Summary of Nesaan-Keuls Applied to Credibility
Scores and Their Controls

Measure MS S.F. S.A. D.F. D.A.

1. Ciedibility 2.03 1.01** 1.02** .61 .68

2 Tom-
worthiness

2.09 1.07** 1.55** .92** 1)06**

3. Conviction 2.63 .38 .16 .92 .92

4. Sincerity 2.14 .45 .72 .10 .02

Note. --S similar, D dissimilar: F for self-interest, A against
self-interest. df for each comparison 268. Mean differences are
reported.

**Pc .01.
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Table 12

2 X 2 ANOV For Likability

Source df NS

Self -Int. (A) 1 .18 1

Similarity (B) 1 22.07 5.91**

A X B 1 .15 1

Error 233 - 3.73

Condition For Self-Interest Against Self-Interest

Similar

Dissimilar

10.02 10.12

9.46 9.46

Note. -- Liking score for each subject was maned across two items, yield-
ing a possible response range of 2 - 14 (max liking).

*41.c .01


